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Abstract. The AustralasianSoundscapeProjectin the Facultyof Environmental Designand Constructionat RMIT
Universityhas introduceda newminorstudyin acousticdesignfor architectureand designstudents.The study
seeksto emphasisethe contributionof soundto the experienceofspacethrougha seriesof practicaland theoretical
designand analysissubjects.

The Faculty of Environmental Design and Construction
(FEDC) at RMIT University has introduced a minor study in
acoustic design. The study consists of three theory subjects
and a design studio, and maybe taken by students studying
architecture, landscape architecture, interior design, and
industrial design.

The three theory subjects are Constructing Sound, The
Sound of Space and Acoustic Environments. Constructing
Sound is an introduction tophysical,physiological and
psychoacoustic processes involved in the experience of sound,
and is the only one of the theory subjects taught so far. The
Sound of Space will explore sound in relation to architectural
spaces and develop new methodologies for designing spaces
for sound. Acoustic Environments will outline current cultural
theory, legal responsibilities and planning implications
re1atingtosound.

Design studios in sound have been run within the FEDC
since 1993. These studios have focused on a range of areas
such as class-room acoustics, the design and construction of
acousticinstaltations for cultural events and soundscape
analysis. Many of these studios have involved communities
outside RMlT. For example, design proposals were developed
for the renovation of a pre-school for hearing impaired
children in Nathalia in northern Victoria, and a similar studio
is currently underway for school rooms in the Aboriginal
community at Yirrkala in Arnhem Land. Acoustic
installations such as "Perfect Form", built around the De
Kooning sculpture in the forecourt of the Victorian Arts
Centre, were part of the Next Wave Youth Arts Festival.

The acoustic minor was designed by Robyn Lines, Neil
McLachlan and Jonathan Mills. This team of people, with the
addition of Peter Clark and Herb Jercher, is developing a
program of activities at RMlT under the title of the
AustralasianSoundscapeProject.Thisprojectwasinitiatedby
Jonathan Mills in 1993 when he joined the FEDC as the
recipient of the Lady Beale Fellowship in the Acoustic Arts.

The Australasian Soundscape Project (ASP) seeks to raise
the profile of acoustics as an essential part of the experience
of space and integral to the practice of design. Its approach
involves the generation of new acoustic understanding and
practice through the synthesis of the generally discrete bodies
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of knowledge of architects, designers, acousticians,
audiologists, composers, sound artists, cultural theorists and
others. Specific outcomes include teaching programs,
seminars, documentary and research publications, public
exhibitions,instaltationsandperformances.

Members of the project have been involved in research on
how architects and designers integrate acoustic knowledge
into their practice, new educational strategies for acoustics
within the design professions, musical acoustics and
perception in non-western percussion ensemble music and the
design and application to performance and installation of
novel musical instrumentation.

Todatetheteachingprogramisthecentralconcemofthe
ASP. It seeks to emphasise the contribution of sound to the
experience of architectural spaces. Traditional approaches to
acoustic education for
design professionals have resulted in a narrow conception of
acoustics as noise control, or as an expensive, optional extra
to the main concerns of architecture.

The neglect of sound in architecture maybe traced to the
dominance of graphical processes in design, which lead to a
predominantly visual conceptualisation of architectural
spaces. Quantitative acoustic evaluation of design concepts
usually becomes relegated to (at best) limited remedies on
pre-determined architectural forms.

The introductory subject to the acoustic minor,
Constructing Sound, seeks to cultivate an ability in students to
imagine the sound experience which would be generated by a
given physical system. Thevibrationalbehaviour,timbre,and
sound resonating and radiating properties of reference sound
sources such as air columns, metal plates, tubes and rods,
electronic oscillators and loudspeakers, the human voice and
musical instruments are described in a variety of ways. Simple
physical and mathematical models such as springs and simple
harmonic motion, visual and graphic representations
including acoustic spectra and waveforms, musical
conventions and textual descriptions of sound are alt used.
Basic bio-andpsychoacousticprinciples are also introduced.

Students are encouraged to develop an understanding of
sound through the physical manipulation of these reference
sources, and a capacity to describe and predict acoustic
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behaviour (in a genenl sense) by lkvc lopinl!an ability 10 link
knowledge gained in Soepll'lote experiences of the various
contribu ting phenomena.10sound setllatioll5.

The Sound of Space is cum:n tly being prepared for the
fil'S!semu !erirll991. lt wili includet he u tensiveuse ofcase
studies wtlere students will make detailed qualilati'iC and
quannteuve analyses on a range ofarc hilcctural spaces. These
spaces will be modelled using a room acoustic modelling
computerp~ linked to 3· D auto-CAD. and redesigned to
achieve specific acoustic design outcomes. A desk top
auralisation pl'Ollramwill be used to assi~t students to make
qualitative ecccetc evalu.tions of their designs. Simple
physieal model s such as ripple li nks and some basic
msthem.tical concepts and systems ofapprolltimalion will be
used to introduce the principles of room acoustics.

The acoust ic min or and oth er progr ams of the
Austrailliian Souedsc epe Project are in the early stages ol
development and professional input ts wercome. Interested
people may contact Ihe ASP:
Telephone (03) 9660 1926
Faxon (03) 9660 1820
e·mai l mclachl. n@fedcm. c.edc. rmit.edu.au
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